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Early Trends in Opportunity Zone Investment
By Daniel Littman and Joseph Morris

The National Trend: Fundraising Continues and Deals Begin to Close Before December 31, 2019
Deadline to Maximize Tax Benefits
Created as part of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, Opportunity Zones (OZs) offer tax benefits to investors beyond traditional real
estate groups. Large ownerusers of real estate, such as universities and wellcapitalized companies, as well as local business
operators and retail investors with ties to the 8,700 census tracts that now qualify as OZs, all stand to benefit from the program.
However, while the legislation is still in its infancy, the deadline for investors seeking to maximize the deferral benefits for invested
capital gains is quickly approaching. December 31, 2026 is the date when Opportunity Zone investors must pay the deferred capital
gains tax on their invested capital gains, regardless of when they invested in either Opportunity Zone Property or Businesses (via
equity or partnership interest). Invested capital gains are subject to two reductions in capital gains tax liability, a 10% reduction at the
5year hold mark, and a 15% reduction at the 7year hold mark. Therefore, December 31, 2019 is the last date to take advantage of
the full 7year (15% reduction) benefit. The 10yearplus hold benefit, of 100% capital gains tax forgiveness, only applies to the
accrued capital gains from the Opportunity Zone investment and is valid as far out as December 31, 2047. For a complete overview
of the Opportunity Zone program, please download our recent white paper titled Opportunity Zones: Navigating a Path to Investment.

OPPORTUNITY ZONE PROGRAM: STEPBYSTEP

*Please see Opportunity Zones: Navigating a Path to Investment for complete requirement overview

In response to the impending deadline, an estimated $20+ billion is currently being raised by funds nationally, for the purpose of
investing in Opportunity Zone product. Groups range from traditional institutional investors such as Normandy Real Estate Partners
and RXR Realty, to specialty investment managers and private equity such as EJF Capital and Virtua Partners. The amount of
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In response to the impending deadline, an estimated $20+ billion is currently being raised by funds nationally, for the purpose of
investing in Opportunity Zone product. Groups range from traditional institutional investors such as Normandy Real Estate Partners
and RXR Realty, to specialty investment managers and private equity such as EJF Capital and Virtua Partners. The amount of
investment volume recorded in areas now designated as Opportunity Zones has expanded considerably this cycle, even before the
Opportunity Zone legislation was created, in response to compressing yields in coastal gateway markets. In this loweryield
environment, investors have had to chase yield into emerging neighborhoods on the perimeter of large gateway markets, or into
smaller nongateway markets. Similarly, groups have begun to focus on opportunistic and valueadd fund strategies to meet return
targets and satisfy their investors. In 2018, the sales volume in Opportunity Zones nationally reached a peak of $60 billion, a 94%
increase from just five years earlier. The majority of this volume, or 65%, occurred within nongateway cities.
The favored product for Opportunity Zone investors is unused or underdeveloped land, vacant buildings, and lowquality Class C
commercial and multifamily properties. Investment in these types of product is consistent with the requirements of the legislation, and
also many funds' preferences for opportunistic and valueadd strategies. One example of such Opportunity Zone investments is the
planned redevelopment of a former enamel product factory site in Southeast Baltimore. While local developer MCB Real Estate
bought the 20acre PEMCO site in 2014 before the legislation was passed, it has recently brought on Prudential, which has created a
Qualified Opportunity Fund (QOF). That fund will invest $150 million in the development of 100,000 square feet of office, more than
80,000 square feet of retail, and more than 300,000 square feet of multifamily in two build phases. The rebranded Yard 56 will include
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measurable social or environmental change, while avoiding all "sin" investments that have proven negative impacts on society. There
is some skepticism surrounding the Opportunity Zone program on the grounds that it may yield more tax benefits for investors than
Research
economic benefits for areas in need. However, the program
thus far appears to be generating considerable investor interest, a
necessary condition for achieving its policy objectives.
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